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Switch Encryption Modes 

Encryption Modes Indication 

Switch Encryption Modes 

◇ After PvR  being turned on, double press the “Function Button” quckily to 
switch the encryption modes. 

◇ PvR will reset to encrypted call mode when is turned off and turned on again 

send encrypted voice message 

◇ Switch PvR  to encrypted voice message mode. 

◇ Set the IM App to the voice message mode. 

◇ Speak to the PvR’s microphone. 

Notice：Before sending encrypted voice message, please make sure the IM 

App supports sound pickup through Bluetooth. Otherwise, the voice can’t 
be encrypted by PvR. 

play encrypted voice message 

◇ Switch the PvR to encrypted voice message mode. 

◇ Play the encrypted voice message on the phone, original voice can be heard 
via PvR after being decrypted. 
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Send & Play Encrypted Voice Message 

PvR supports two encryption modes of encrypted call and encrypted voice mes-
sage. When in the encrypted call mode, the user can make an encrypted call 
during normal call state . While in the encrypted voice message mode, the voice 
short message can be protected by encryption. 

When PvR is turned on, the indicator light ”SEC” will show the encryption mode 
while in standby state.  

＊ “SEC” is off, which means PvR is in the encrypted call mode. 

＊ “SEC” is flashing, which means PvR is in the encrypted voice message 
mode. 



Change the Key 

◇ Connect PvR to the phone, and switch to the encrypted 
voice message mode. 

◇ Increase the volume of PvR to 80%-90% level.  

◇ Input 6 digits and submit.  

◇ PvR will broadcast success or failure prompts accord-
ing to the result of  key update. 

Notice： 

1. the default key is 123456. 

2. You can rest assured to use this web page to perform 
the key replacement operation, this process will not 
record any device or user information, if you have 
concerns about security, you can check the webpage 
code at any time 

Change the Key of Voice SMS 

==Important Notice== 

1. The function of encrypted voice SMS is only applicable to apps that 

support Bluetooth sound pickup, such as WhatsApp(iOS only),  

Skype, WeChat, and etc. 

2. Both the sender and receiver must use the same key. 

3. While the PvR is in encrypted voice SMS mode, phone call is not 

supported and power consumption is also higher. So, please 

switch the PvR to encrypted call mode or turn it off directly while 

not in use.  

4. The encrypted voice messagestored in the phone is secure, the voice 

played will be noise unless using PvR the correct key is set.  

Visit key settings web page 

◇ Scan the QR code in the right side. 

◇ Or visit https://www.rlspeak.com/pvrvmk/ 

In order to play the encrypted voice SMS correctly, both the sender and receiver  
must use the same key, otherwise only the noise can be heard by receiver. The 
voice message key can be set by the following web page. 

Scan QR Code 


